The Beersheba Charge Photograph
A 100 Year old controversy is still alive: Is the photograph of the mounted formations of the 4th
Division of the Australian Light Horse at high gallop on the plains of Palestine in 1917, really an
image of the famous charge into Beersheba on the 31 October?

Today, we as a nation are commemorating the First World War battle in which British, New Zealand
and Australian forces successfully attacked and took the city of Beersheba in Palestine, stubbornly
held by a Turkish garrison who controlled the only available fresh water wells. It was not plane
sailing for as the day of the action lengthened the affair seemed without resolution and an air of
desperation arose in the attacking forces who had crossed a dry, barren and waterless desert to get
there. The horses were in dire need of watering, and so as the sun was setting the last role of the
dice was for the Australian mounted force held in reserve to charge across 4 miles of open ground
and hope that the surprise tactic would confound the Turkish defenders, which it did. The rest is
history.
Now it might be considered a heresy to devalue the above photograph which for so long was
considered an original image of the charge into Beersheba, however, that it is a photograph of the
4th Australian Light Horse Brigade in Palestine - possibly only days later - is not questioned.
I worked for 23 years at the Australian War Memorial in photographic and art services and have
printed this image from an original copy negative many many times over the years, and never was
there black smoke puffs - presumably artillery bursts - visible in the sky, this is fakery.

As I have previously stated, the slow emulsion speeds of plate, sheet and roll film emulsions of that
era with ISO equivalents 5 to 15, it is highly improbable that in the very low lighting conditions of so
late in the day, exacerbated by a dusty atmosphere, would have allowed a high shutter speed to
nearly freeze the action of the horses as is so evident in this photograph. Also, the angle of view of
the formations is from the same direction as the setting sun shines, therefore, there ought not be
any shadows on the front of the horses so obvious in the photograph. I also speak from more than
50 years experience at photographing landscapes in very poor smoky and dusty atmospheres late in
the day with modern fast lenses and fast films.
The continuing discussion on the validity of this photograph might offend some people, however, if
this image is to take its rightful place as a record of a significant historical event, then it stands untarnished (without the added smoke puffs) as an image of the surviving men and horses who took
part in it, some days after the event. I must also state that the gentleman purporting to have taken
the image (see below - even though he probably did use a camera on that day) did not indicate any
follow through with the image processing, printing nor had he subsequently had a print in his
possession or had seen the image until some years later. Provenance is lacking.
The following discussion is copied from the publication:
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